
A panel tile must be removed to install the side panel bracket. Slide tile up and from the bottom pull out. The bracket
double-back tapes to the metal flange on the left or right side of the panel. Simply peel the release liner exposing the
adhesive on the bracket and with the bracket firmly held against the inside corner press bracket onto the flange. The
form of the bracket allows enough space to reinstall the tile.

The back half of the dot is attached to the bracket with a #8-32 x 5/8" flat head screw. A 3/32" allen wrench
(provided) is required to loosen or tighten the screw. The plaque can be positioned as shown.

The screw holding the back half of the dot to the bracket to hold the dot and the plaque in
desired position.

Hold plaque against shoulder of dot and turn cap and washer tightly against plaque (rubber side of washer against
plaque).

must be firmly tightened
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#8-32 X 5/8" FLAT HEAD CAP SCREW
Part no. 100040-1
(requires 3/32" allen wrench.)
IMPORTANT: Screw must be firmly tightened
to hold Dot and Plaque in desired position.
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